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Abstract—This paper proposes two methods to mitigate the
zero-bias of noncommensurate sampling based code tracking
loops to significantly improve the pseudo-noise (PN) ranging
accuracy. For the compensation-based method, a set of algorithms
are developed to directly calculate the zero-bias which is then
removed from the range measurement. For the compensation-
free method, a special category of sampling ratios are selected
such that the zero-bias is self-cancelled. Simulations validate the
effectiveness of the proposed methods.

Index Terms—pseudo-noise ranging, code tracking loop, non-
commensurate sampling, zero-bias, sampling ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

PSEDUO-NOISE (PN) code ranging (or called PN rang-
ing) is an important time-of-arrival (TOA) radio rang-

ing method, and is widely used in space applications, such
as global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) (e.g., Global
Positioning System [1]), formation flying spacecraft [2]–[4]
in which a GPS-like signal structure is usually used for
inter-spacecraft distance and/or bearing angle measurements,
and deep space exploration [5]–[11]. Although the achievable
accuracy of PN ranging might not be as high as that of another
radio ranging technique-carrier ranging [1], [12]–[14], it is
simpler, and can operate independently and in a real-time
way. In fact, a centimeter-level PN ranging accuracy, which
is sufficiently high for most applications, can be achieved
under high SNR conditions and with elaborate design. In
addition, a PN ranging sequence can be modulated by low-rate
data, known as spread spectrum modulation [2]–[4], or can be
coexistent with data transmission using phase modulation [5]–
[7], [11], so ranging and communication can be integrated into
one channel.

In a PN ranging system, a code tracking loop is commonly
employed to measure the time delay of the ranging signal [1],
[15]–[18], and digital code tracking loops are often used to
replace existing analogue counterparts [19], [20]. However,
the code tracking accuracy, owing to digital implementa-
tion, is limited at a sample-period level. This means that
an extremely high sampling rate is necessary to achieve
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a high ranging accuracy, which will lead to unacceptably
high power consumption and other design difficulties such
as electro magnetic compatibility (EMC) and heat dissipation
problems. Noncommensurate sampling is an effective solution
to this issue [21]–[26], and has been applied in some GPS
receivers [27], [28]. In this sampling scenario, a non-integer
number of samples per chip is employed to achieve subsample-
period time discrimination without using high sampling rate.
It has been elucidated in [22] that with noncommensurate
sampling, the code tracking accuracy of digital loops can
be improved to be comparable to that of analogue loops.
However, it was assumed that the time delay discrimination
resolution of noncommensurate sampling was infinite and
that there were no other error sources except thermal noise.
In fact, besides thermal noise, there are two other factors
affecting the achievable code tracking accuracy [24]: the chip
phase delay discrimination resolution, and the S-curve zero-
bias (or called zero bias) of the code tracking loop which
results from the nonideality of the autocorrelation curve of
practical PN sequences. It has been demonstrated in [24] that
the tracking error due to the former factor can be reduced to
an expected level by simply improving the chip phase delay
discrimination resolution. However, it is not easy to predict
and eliminate the S-curve zero bias error. This error can be
as large as tens of times of the phase delay discrimination
resolution, so it becomes a dominant error under high SNR
conditions and cannot be neglected. Although it is possible
to reduce the zero bias error by further increasing the chip
phase delay discrimination resolution or using multiples of the
matching correlation length [24], both these two approaches
are at the expense of much longer correlation time (worse real-
time performance) and higher design complexity. This poses
a great challenge for improving the PN ranging accuracy and
to the best knowledge of the authors, this issue has not been
addressed in existing literatures.

In this paper, motivated by a precise ranging demand for
space applications, we propose two methods to significantly
reduce the zero bias error. Specifically,

(i) We propose a compensation-based method to mitigate
the zero bias error. In this method, a set of algorithms are
developed to calculate the zero bias of the PN code tracking
loop. Based on these algorithms, a range measurement pro-
cessing scheme is devised to remove the zero bias from the
measurement;

(ii) We propose a compensation-free zero bias error mit-
igating method. We find an especial category of sampling
ratios, i.e., compensation-free sampling ratios. By selecting
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such ratios, the zero bias is inherently self-cancelled and thus
compensation is no longer needed;

(iii) Although this paper is mainly motivated by space ap-
plications in which multipath effect is not a dominating factor,
we also consider the case of small correlation spacings that
is often used in PN tracking loops as an important multipath
mitigation measure. Hence, this work forms the basis from
which extensions to include practical channel impairments can
be made especially for ground applications;

(iv) We evaluate the performance of our methods and algo-
rithms through extensive simulations. The simulation results
show that with these methods the steady-state error variance
can be reduced by about one order of magnitude for different
correlation spacings. Furthermore, based on the proposed
methods, we present some generalized guidelines for selecting
the parameters of noncommensurate sampling.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
system model and the concept of zero bias are introduced
in Section II. The zero bias calculation algorithms and the
range measurement processing scheme of the compensation-
based method are proposed in Section III. Section IV presents
the concept of compensation-free ratio and explains how the
compensation-free method works. Section V evaluates the per-
formance with extensive simulations. Some further discussion
of designing the parameters of noncommensurate sampling is
provided in Section VI. Finally, conclusions and future works
are given in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Code Tracking Loop with Noncommensurate Sampling

The model of a simplified digital early-late PN code tracking
loop with noncommensurate sampling is illustrated in Fig.1.
In PN ranging, the code tracking loop is used for code syn-
chronization, based on which the timing information for range
determination is extracted. Code synchronization typically
consists of the two sequential operations of acquisition and
tracking. During code acquisition, the received signal’s code
phase is determined to within some rough interval, usually
plus or minus half a chip duration; the estimated PN sequence
position η̂ (η̂ is an integer and η̂ ∈ [1, Lc], where Lc is the
period of the PN sequence) is thus obtained. Once acquisition
is done, the code-tracking process refines this timing synchro-
nization to get a much more accurate estimate of the chip
phase, τ̂ (τ̂ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]). The combination of η̂ and τ̂ , i.e.,
η̂+τ̂ , produces the raw range measurement. This measurement
can be easily converted to the range by multiplying with cTc,
where c is the radio propagation speed and Tc is the chip
period. Here, we mainly focus on the issue of how to improve
the estimate accuracy of τ̂ in noncommensurate sampling
based code tracking loops.

The transmitted signal is modeled as a PN waveform with
rectangular chips of duration Tc. The signal modulates an RF
carrier ωc and is transmitted across the channel, and received
at a delay and with a reduced amplitude due to the signal path.
The thermal noise in the receiver front end is modeled as an
additive white Gaussian noise component with a flat double-
sided power spectral density N0/2 Watts/Herz. To clearly

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we
assume there is no data modulating the PN code and the code
is perfectly demodulated in the receiver. Extensions to include
data modulation and imperfect carrier estimation can be made
based on existing works such as [22]; in fact, the effect of
including these factors can be neglected under reasonable
conditions [22]. The received baseband ranging signal can be
written as

r(t) =
√
2P

∞∑
k=−∞

ckp(t− kTc − τ) + n(t), (1)

where P is the ranging signal power, ck is the PN sequence,
p(t) is a unit amplitude rectangle in the interval [0, Tc], τ is the
unknown chip phase delay assumed to be uniformly distributed
in the interval [−Tc/2, Tc/2], and n(t) is the white Gaussian
noise component.

Following the signal path of the early-late loop shown in
Fig.1, the received signal is first passed through an ideal low-
pass filter with bandwidth W Hz, which models the front-
end band-limiting filter and is wide enough to pass the signal
undistorted. The signal is subsequently sampled at a rate 1/Ts.
The chip pulse shape is only nonzero when 0 6 mTs−kTc−
τ 6 Tc, so the digitalized ranging signal can be expressed as

r(mTs) =
√
2Pcb(mTs−τ)/Tcc + nm, (2)

where nm is the digitalized noise component. The sampled
signal is delivered to the early and late correlators followed
by the loop discriminator, loop filter and code generator.
A late minus early discriminator is used and the S-curve
function is 0.5(R(τ − d/2) − R(τ + d/2)), where R(τ) is
the autocorrelation function, and d is the correlation spacing
of the early-late loop. A correlation spacing of 1 is usual-
ly used for general applications, while much smaller ones
are often chosen to combat the multipath effect for ground
and indoor applications [29]. Based on the estimated chip
phase, the local early, prompt and late codes are generated as
cb(mTs+dTc/2−τ̂)/Tcc, cb(mTs−τ̂)/Tcc and cb(mTs−dTc/2−τ̂)/Tcc
respectively. Therefore, one can obtain the early and late
correlations (i.e., the output of the early and late correlators)
expressed as

{
Ce =

∑Lm−1
m=0 r(mTs)cb(mTs+dTc/2−τ̂)/Tcc

Cl =
∑Lm−1
m=0 r(mTs)cb(mTs−dTc/2−τ̂)/Tcc.

(3)

where Lm is the correlation length, i.e., the number of samples
involved in one correlation period.

In noncommensurate sampling, a non-integer sample-period
to chip-period ratio Ts/Tc = N/M (or defined as sampling
ratio) is used to achieve subsample-period time discrimination,
where N and M are mutually prime integers; accordingly,
the phase delay discrimination resolution is 1/M . A specific
correlation length called matching correlation length, which
is equal to M , is required to match this resolution in order
to guarantee the expected accuracy of noncommensurate sam-
pling [24]. Readers are referred to [22]–[24] for more details
about noncommensurate sampling.
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Fig. 1. Digital early-late PN code tracking loop.

B. Zero Bias and Related Factors

For a classical digital early-late code tracking loop using
noncommensurate sampling, the loop S-curve zero bias results
from the left-right asymmetry of the autocorrelation curve
R(τ). This is shown in Fig.2 and explained as follows. Actual
PN code sequences are not ideal square waves, and there
are randomly distributed short consecutive 1 (or -1) sub-
sequences in a PN sequence. This leads to the appearance
of small flat sections on the autocorrelation curve and causes
the curve to deviate from the ideal stair-wise shape. Each 1/-
1 sub-sequence results in a small flat section, the width of
which depends on the length (i.e, the number of chips) of the
corresponding 1/-1 sub-sequence. Because of the randomness
of the distribution of the 1/-1 sub-sequences in a whole PN
code sequence, the distribution of the small flat sections on the
autocorrelation curve is also random. This results in the left
and right parts of the autocorrelation curve being asymmetric
and thus the autocorrelation values at τ = d/2 (i.e., R(d/2))
and τ = −d/2 (i.e., R(−d/2)) are different (as shown in Fig.
2(a)). Therefore, the early and late correlation values at τ = 0
(i.e., Re0 = Re(0) = R(d/2) and Rl0 = Rl(0) = R(−d/2) )
are different (Fig. 2(b)), which in turn leads to the zero bias
being nonzero (Fig. 2(c)). This zero bias may be as large as
tens of times of the phase delay discrimination resolution, so
it cannot be neglected for precise ranging applications. For
example, as shown in Fig. 2, the discrimination resolution is
1/1022 (chip), while the zero bias reaches about 0.02 (chip).

Observing closely the relationship between the shape of the
autocorrelation curve and the distribution of the samples on
the PN ranging code, we can find that besides the sampling
ratio (matched with the matching correlation length) and the
used PN sequence, the shape of the autocorrelation curve is
also related to two other factors: the sequence position and
the chip phase of the first sample, i.e., the initial sequence
position and the initial chip phase, of the correlation. As a
consequence, the zero bias is also related to these factors.

Furthermore, we can find how the variation of the autocor-
relation curve with respect to the phase delay is related to
the positions of the involved samples. When we increase the
phase delay between two correlated sequences from zero to
d/2 at 1/M per step, at every step there is a new pair of

(a) (b)

τ = 0

τ =1/M

τ = 0

τ =1/M

the “new”pair 
of samples

the “new”pair 
of samples

Fig. 3. Two cases of phase delay distinguishment.

samples that can potentially distinguish the increased phase
delay. There are two cases regarding whether this pair of
samples can indeed distinguish the increased phase delay. As
shown in Fig.3(a), if the chip values of the two correlated
sequences at this sampling epoch are different, then the pair
of samples successfully distinguish the increased phase delay,
which makes the correlation value decrease at this step.
Conversely, if the chip values are the same, the increased phase
delay is not discriminated, which causes the correlation value
not to change at this step (Fig.3(b)).

Based on above analysis, it becomes possible to calculate
the correlation value R(τ) of any phase delay τ . In particular,
after getting the correlation values Re0 and Rl0, and hence the
S-curve offset, we can further calculate the S-curve zero bias.
Before these calculations, however, a key issue is to find the
position of the pair of samples that potentially discriminate
the phase delay increase/decrease at every step, which will be
explained in detail in the next section.

In practice, the correlation period in terms of number of
chips, N , is usually designed to be an integer multiple of the
PN sequence period Lc to facilitate the implementability of the
sampling rate. For example, the sequence period of the GPS
C/A codes is 1023, so we need to select an N as 1023, 2046,
3069, etc. It is worth noting that for such N , the zero bias
maintains fixed during loop operation, since the distribution
of sample positions in every correlation period is exactly the
same for a given received PN code. However, the sequence
position and chip phase of the received code are unknown and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the offset and zero bias of the S-curve, d=1. A late minus early discriminator is used and the S-curve function is S(τ) = 0.5(R(τ −
0.5) − R(τ + 0.5)). Offset = S(0) = 0.5(R(−0.5) − R(0.5)) = 0.5(Rl0 − Re0). The sampling ratio: N/M = 1023/1022. In (a)(b) and (c), the
bottom subfigure(s) is(are) obtained by zooming in the top subfigure.

randomly change for different measurement segments (e.g., the
received signal loses lock, and then is acquired and measured
again.), so we need a generalized method to mitigate the
different zero bias of each measurement segment.

The frequently used mathematical notations in this paper
are summarized in TABLE I.

III. COMPENSATION-BASED METHOD

In this section, we will present some algorithms for calcu-
lating the S-curve zero bias of a noncommensurate sampling
based early-late PN code tracking loop. With these algorithms,
we can predict the zero bias and remove it from the ranging
measurement. The calculation of the zero bias includes two
phases: 1) calculation of the early and late correlation values
at phase delay of 0, i.e., Re0 and Rl0, and 2) calculation
of the zero bias based on the obtained correlation values.
As mentioned in the previous section, before these phases, a
critical issue is to seek the position of the next pair of samples
based on the position of the current pair of samples at each
step.

A. Prediction of Sample Positions
The procedure for calculating correlation values is as fol-

lows. Taking the calculation of Rl0 as an example, it is as-
sumed that the prompt sequence is fixed and the late sequence
is moved so that the phase delay of the late sequence with
respect to the prompt sequence increases from zero to d/2 at a
step size of 1/M chips. At every step, a new pair of samples
can potentially contribute to the variation of the correlation
value. As illustrated in Fig.3, if this pair of samples can
indeed discriminate the increased phase delay, the normalized
correlation value decreases by 2/M . Otherwise, the correlation
value does not change at this step. After Md/2 steps, Rl0 is
eventually obtained.

Assume that on the prompt sequence, the position interval
of the two samples respectively corresponding to two adjacent
steps is Ls sample periods, i.e.,

TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS

Notation Definition
N/M Sampling ratio, equals Ts/Tc
1/M Phase delay discrimination resolution
Lm Correlation length in terms of number of

samples
Ts Sample period
Tc Chip period
d Correlation spacing of the early-late loop
Pi, P

e
i , P

l
i Position of the sample of the current step

for calculating the correlation value
P si Sequence position
P ci Chip phase
P0, P

s
0 , P

c
0 Initial position

Ls Interval of the two samples respectively
involved in two adjacent steps for calculating
correlation values

dxe Round x toward positive infinity
bxc Round x toward negative infinity
mod(x, y) Modulus operation
ck PN sequence value of the k-th chip
Lc Period of the PN sequence
Re0, Rl0 Early and late correlation values at τ = 0
Z Zero bias
η̂ Estimated sequence position
τ̂ Estimated chip phase
τ̂ ′ Compensated estimated chip phase
σ2
τ Loop steady-state error variance
P/N0 Signal to noise ratio (SNR)

Pi+1 = Pi + LsN/M, (4)

where Pi is the position of the sample corresponding to the
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current step, and Pi = P si + P ci . P si is the sequence position,
which is an integer and satisfies P si ∈ [1, Lc]. P ci is the chip
phase, which is a decimal and satisfies P ci ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. Our
objective is to find Ls to get Pi+1 given Pi. It is not difficult
to find that the value of Ls is fixed for any two adjacent steps.
In what follows, the detailed procedure to find Ls is presented.

Since the step size is 1/M , the chip phase of the sample
corresponding to the next step must be 1/M larger than that
corresponding to the current step, i.e., P ci+1 = P ci + 1/M .
Therefore, the fractional part of LsN/M must be 1/M . Based
on this fact, one can obtain

mod(LsN,M) = 1, (5)

where mod(x, y) is the modulus operator. It is notable that
once the sampling ratio is given, Ls can be calculated off-line
in advance. For example, Ls is 1 for N/M = 1023/1022, and
is 87 for N/M = 1023/1000. After getting Ls, we can obtain
Pi+1 according to (4) and then the corresponding sample value
c(mod(dPi+1e,Lc)), where c(·) is the PN code sequence.

Similarly, we can calculate Re0 by assuming that the
phase delay of the early sequence with respect to the prompt
sequence decreases from zero to -d/2 at a step size of 1/M
and using the following equation:

Pi+1 = Pi − LsN/M. (6)

Re0 is thus obtained after Md/2 steps.

B. Calculation of Re0 and Rl0
The pseudo code of the proposed algorithm for calculating

the correlation values is described in Algorithm 1. The detailed
procedure is summarized as follows. Firstly, relevant param-
eters are initialized including the correlation value and the
number of cycles to be executed. In particular, the position of
the first sample to be processed is calculated which is equal
to the initial position P0 plus a displacement related to the
initial chip phase P c0 . In each cycle, the chip values of the two
correlated sequences at the current concerned sampling epoch
are compared to determine whether the phase delay increase is
distinguishable by the pair of samples newly involved at the
current step; then, the position of the sample corresponding
to the next step is updated. Note that every time the sample
position is updated, a position adjustment is subsequently
needed to guarantee that the sample to be processed is within
the range of the correlation period, i.e., Pi ∈ [P0, P0 + N ].
Mathematically, this operation can be described as

Pi =


Pi +N, Pi < P0

Pi −N, Pi > P0 +N

Pi, else

. (7)

C. Calculation of Zero Bias

After obtaining Re0 and Rl0 according to Algorithm 1,
we are ready to calculate the zero bias. Different from the
procedure used in the calculation of correlation values, here
we assume that the early and late sequences are fixed and the

Algorithm 1 Calculation of Re0 and Rl0.
Input: Re0 = Rl0 = 1, number of cycles loop =

floor(Md/2), initial position P l1 = P0+d−P c0Me·N/M ·
Ls and P e1 = P0 + b−P c0Mc · N/M · Ls with position
adjustment.

Output: Re0, Rl0.
1: Calculate Rl0
2: for i = 1 : loop do
3: cp = cmod(dP l

i e,Lc);
4: cl = cmod(dP l

i−d/2e,Lc);
5: if cp 6= cl then
6: Rl0 = Rl0 − 2/M ;
7: end if
8: Update P li+1 according to (4);
9: Position adjustment;

10: end for
11: Calculate Re0
12: for i = 1 : loop do
13: cp = cmod(dP e

i e,Lc);
14: ce = cmod(dP e

i +d/2)e,Lc);
15: if cp 6= ce then
16: Re0 = Re0 − 2/M ;
17: end if
18: Update P ei+1 according to (6);
19: Position adjustment;
20: end for
21: return Re0 and Rl0.

Transmitted 
signal

Received 
signal

Actual 
delay

(a) (b)

floor (-CP0×M )×N/M×L

ceil (-CP0×M )×N/M×L

CP0

⊿τ =1/M
early

prompt

late

early

prompt

late

0 /c
sP M N M L    

0 /c
sP M N M L    

0
cP

1/ M

Fig. 4. Illustration of the calculation of the zero bias.

prompt sequence is moved along time by 1/M chips per step
until the early and late correlation values, Re and Rl, are equal.
The eventual number of moved steps is exactly the calculation
result of the zero bias. As illustrated in Fig. 4, for example, if
Re is greater than Rl, the prompt code is moved right to reduce
the difference between the two correlation values (increase the
late correlation value and decrease the early correlation value).

The pseudo code of the proposed algorithm for calculating
the zero bias is described in Algorithm 2. Notably, the initial
values of Re and Rl are the output of Algorithm 1, and ε is
a sufficiently small number, e.g., 1/M .

D. Range Measurement Processing

Based on Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, we propose a
processing scheme for PN ranging measurement. We assume
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of the zero bias.
Input: Re = Re0 and Rl = Rl0, initial zero bias Z = 0,

initial position P l1 = P0+d−P c0Me ·N/M ·Ls and P e1 =
P0+b−P c0Mc·N/M ·Ls with position adjustment. i = 1.

Output: Z.
if Re > Rl then

2: while (Re −Rl) > ε do
Z = Z + 1/M ;

4: cp = cmod(dP e
i −Ze,Lc);

cl = cmod(dP e
i −d/2e,Lc);

6: if cp 6= cl then
Re = Re − 2/M ;

8: Rl = Rl + 2/M ;
end if

10: Update P ei+1 according to (6);
Position adjustment;

12: i = i+ 1;
end while

14: else
while (Rl −Re) > ε do

16: Z = Z − 1/M ;
cp = cmod(dP l

i−Ze,Lc);
18: ce = cmod(dP l

i+d/2e,Lc);
if cp 6= ce then

20: Re = Re + 2/M ;
Rl = Rl − 2/M ;

22: end if
Update P li+1 according to (4);

24: Position adjustment;
i = i+ 1;

26: end while
end if

28: return The zero bias Z.

that a noncommensurate sampling based digital early-late PN
code tracking loop with a correlation spacing d is employed
in the receiver of the PN ranging system, and that the time
synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver has
been completed. The processing flow is summarized in Fig. 5.
Note that after the loop locks the ranging code and becomes
stable, the estimated sequence position η̂ and estimated chip
phase τ̂ are delivered as inputs to the two algorithms.

IV. COMPENSATION-FREE METHOD

After having a clear understanding of the distribution pattern
of the samples on the PN ranging code in one correlation
period for a given sampling ratio, we can also find that there
exists a special category of sampling ratios which are associ-
ated with the correlation spacing d. With such ratios (called
compensation-free ratios), almost the same set of sequence
chips are sampled for the early and late correlations, leading
to Re0 and Rl0 almost the same. As a consequence, the zero
bias is almost completely self-cancelled and any compensation
is no longer needed. It is notable that such a compensation-free
ratio is once used in [28]. However, the authors in [28] didn’t
explain how it worked and didn’t put forward a generalized
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ˆ ˆ, 
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Fig. 5. Range measurement processing flow in the receiver.

approach of how to choose such ratios. To address this issue,
we present the following theorem for selecting compensation-
free sampling ratios.

Theorem 1: For a correlation spacing d of 1/2j , where j is
a nonnegative integer, there exist compensation-free sampling
ratios of 1/2j+1 ± 1/M , where 1/M is the designed phase
delay discrimination resolution. The maximum residual zero
bias caused by the compensation-free ratio itself is 1/M chips
if the S-curve function is 0.5(R(τ − d/2)− (τ + d/2)).

Proof: Take the scenario when d = 1(j = 0),M = 40
and the corresponding compensation-free ratio N/M = 21/40
as an example. The sequence positions and chip phases of all
samples within one correlation period are shown in Fig. 6(a).
We can see that one half of the samples fall into the chip
phase interval [0, 0.5), which means that these samples are
involved in the calculation of Rl0 according to Algorithm 1;
the other half of the samples are within the chip phase interval
[-0.5, 0), and these samples are involved in the calculation of
Re0. More importantly, both halves of the samples traverse
almost the same set of chips, i.e., all chips except chip 11 are
sampled in the chip phase interval [-0.5, 0), while all chips
except chip 1 are sampled in the chip phase interval [0, 0.5].
In other words, there are two samples on almost every chip and
these two samples are involved in the early and late correlation
respectively. Therefore, Re0 and Rl0 are almost the same
according to algorithm 1, which results in the zero bias being
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sequence positions and chip phases of all samples within one 
correlation period are shown in Fig. 3(a). We can see that one 
half of the samples fall into the chip phase interval [0, 0.5), 
which means that these samples are involved in the calculation 
of the late correlation value according to Algorithm 1; the other 
half of the samples are within the chip phase interval [-0.5, 0), 
and these samples are involved in the calculation of the early 
correlation value. What is important is that both halves of the 
samples traverse almost the same set of chips. Alternatively 
explaining, there are two samples on almost every chip and 
these two samples are involved in the early and late correlation 
respectively. Therefore, the calculation values are almost the 
same according to algorithm 1, which results in the zero bias 
being nearly zero. Similarly, if d = 1/2 (m = 1), then we can 
select an compensation-free sampling ratio of 1/4 ± 1/M, as 
demonstrated in Fig.5(b). To be more accurate, there are 2m+1 
chips that only have one sample, and among these chips one 
chip is involved in the early correlation and another involved in 
the late correlation, so the difference between the two 
normalized correlation values can be 0 or ±2/M. As a result, this 
causes a zero bias of not more than 1/M since 
S(τ)=1/2*(R(τ-d/2)- R(τ+d/2)) is satisfied for a linear loop phase 
detector.  
  On general occasions, a correlation spacing of 1 is used in 
early-late loops. However, for ground or indoor applications, 
much smaller correlation spacings like 1/8 are desired to 
mitigate the multipath effect.  

  
(a) N/M = 21/40 

 
(b) N/M = 11/40 

Fig.5. Illustration of the principle of compensation-free ratios 
 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Residual Error Analysis 
  Residual error sources of the compensation-base method 
include 4 items: thermal noise, phase delay distinguishability 
1/M, calculation errors of the algorithms and another error 
related to short consecutive 1/-1 subsequences existing in PN 
codes. The impact of thermal noise on the loop tracking 
accuracy has been investigated in [8]. The magnitude of the 
error due to finite phase delay distinguishability can be 
obtained as  

  

22 2 2
22

1 1
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M M
x dx chips
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where we assume the chip phase of the received ranging code 
obeys uniform distribution. As we can observe in Algorithm 1 
and Algorithm2, the maximum calculation errors are both 1/M 
approximately.  
  The last error item, which can be called sequence irregularity 
error, appears when a small flat section is exactly located on the 
horizontal axis of the loop S-curve. Apparently, the error 
magnitude directly depends on the width of the flat section. 
There are two cases concerning whether the flat section is 
directly related to a consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequence. If L, 
mentioned in (1), is equal to 1, the flat section is directly related 
to a consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequences. In other words, the longer 
the length of this sub-sequence is, the wider is the flat section, 
and in turn the larger is the  sequence irregularity error. In this 
case, we can select PN sequences with short consecutive 1/-1 
sub-sequences to reduce this error. Otherwise, if L is larger than 
1, the flat section is not associated with a consecutive 1/-1 
sub-sequence, so this measure does not necessarily work.  
  For the compensation-free method, the error sources are 
similar and the only difference is that the sampling ratio itself 
introduces an error of not more than 1/M, as described in 
Lemma 1, instead of the algorithm errors.  
  Another important factor that needs to be mentioned is the 
chip rate. As a fundamental relationship, the achievable 
tracking accuracy is inversely proportional to the chip rate [13]. 
In the following evaluation, the GPS C/A code which uses a 
length-1023 Gold sequence at a chip rate of 1.023Mcps, 
specifically pseudo-random noise code 1 (PRN 1), will be used 
unless otherwise noted.  
   
B. Numerical Results of the Offset 
  1) Offset Variation for Different Initial Positions 
  Before performance evaluation, it's necessary to have a clear 
insight into the magnitude of the zero bias prior to 
compensation and how it varies with related parameters. We 
focus on the offset of the correlation curve instead of the zero 
bias for two main reasons. Firstly, the magnitude of the offset is 
so small for compensation-free ratios that the calculation of the 
zero bias will be inaccurate. Secondly, it is easy and 
straightforward to numerically calculate the offset, while loop 
simulation is necessary to obtain the zero bias, which will be 
too time-consuming if all possible values of related parameters 
are simulated. This will not affect the effectiveness of 
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the principle of compensation-free ratios. In (a), all
chips except chip 11 are sampled in the chip phase interval [-0.5, 0), and all
chips except chip 1 are sampled in the chip phase interval [0, 0.5). In (b), all
chips expect chip 11 are sampled in the chip phase interval [-0.25, 0), and all
chips except chip 9 are sampled in the chip phase interval [0, 0.25).

nearly zero. Similarly, if d = 1/2(j = 1), then we can select
an compensation-free sampling ratio of 1/4±1/M , as demon-
strated in Fig. 6(b). To be more accurate, for compensation-
free ratios 1/2j+1±1/M , there are 2j+1 chips that only have
one sample, and among these chips one chip is involved in the
early correlation and another involved in the late correlation, so
the difference between the two normalized correlation values
can be 0 or ±2/M . As a result, the zero bias is not more than
1/M since S(τ) = 0.5(R(τ −d/2)−R(τ +d/2)) is satisfied.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Residual Error Analysis

Residual error sources of the compensation-based method
include 4 items: thermal noise, phase delay discrimination
resolution 1/M , calculation errors of the algorithms, and the
error related to short consecutive 1/-1 subsequences existing
in PN codes. The impact of thermal noise on the loop tracking
accuracy has been investigated in [22]. The magnitude of the
error due to a finite phase delay discrimination resolution can
be obtained as

σ2
M =

∫ M/2

−M/2

1

M
· x2 · dx =

1

12M2
(chips2), (8)

where the chip phase of the received ranging code is consid-
ered to follow a uniform distribution. As we can observe in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm2, the maximum calculation errors
are both 1/M approximately.

The last error item, which can be called sequence irregulari-
ty error, appears when a small flat section is exactly located on

the horizontal axis of the loop S-curve. Apparently, the error
magnitude directly depends on the width of the flat section.
There are two cases concerning whether the flat section is
directly related to a consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequence. If Ls,
mentioned in (4), is equal to 1, the flat section is directly
related to a consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequence. In other words,
the longer the length of this sub-sequence, the wider the flat
section, and in turn the larger the sequence irregularity error.
In this case, therefore, we can select PN sequences with short
consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequences to reduce this error. Otherwise,
if Ls is larger than 1, the flat section is not associated with a
specific consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequence, so this measure does
not necessarily work.

For the compensation-free method, the error sources are
similar and the only difference is that the sampling ratio itself
introduces an error of not more than 1/M chips, as described
in Theorem 1, instead of the algorithm errors.

Another important factor that needs to be mentioned is
the chip rate. As a fundamental relationship, the achievable
tracking accuracy is inversely proportional to the chip rate [1].
In the following evaluation, the GPS C/A code which uses
a length-1023 Gold sequence at a chip rate of 1.023Mcps,
specifically pseudo-random noise code 1 (PRN 1), will be used
unless otherwise noted.

B. Numerical Results of Offset

1) Offset Variation for Different Initial Positions: Before
simulation, it’s necessary to have a clear insight into the
magnitude of the zero bias prior to compensation and how
it varies with respect to the related parameters. We focus on
the offset of the S-curve (i.e., 0.5(Rl0−Re0), as shown in Fig.
2(c)) rather than the zero bias for two main reasons. Firstly,
the magnitude of the offset is so small for compensation-free
ratios that the calculation of the zero bias will be inaccu-
rate. Secondly, it is easy and straightforward to numerically
calculate the offset, while loop simulation is necessary to
obtain the zero bias, which will be too time-consuming if all
possible values of related parameters are simulated. Focusing
on the offset instead will not affect the effectiveness of the
following numerical results, since the offset and the zero bias
approximately conform to a one-to-one mapping relationship.

As mentioned earlier, given the PN code sequence and
the sampling ratio (matched with the matching correlation
length), the shape of the S-curve only depends on the initial
sequence position and initial chip phase of the correlation. Fig.
7 shows the relationship between the (normalized) offset and
the initial sequence position/initial chip phase for sampling
ratio 1023/1022 prior to compensation. We can see that before
compensation, the maximum offset is at a 10−2 level, which
cannot be neglected for precise ranging applications. However,
as shown in Fig. 8, for the compensation-free ratio 1023/2044,
the offset is always less than 0.5 × 10−3 (not more than
1/M = 1/2044).

Furthermore, from Fig.7, it can also be seen that the offset
of one sequence position is a phase-shifted version of that
of another sequence position. This can be mathematically
expressed by
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Fig. 7. Offsets for N/M=1023/1022, d = 1, and PN sequence of PRN 1.

Fig. 8. Offsets for N/M=1023/2044, d = 1, and PN sequence of PRN 1.

Offset(P s0 , P
c
0 ) = Offset(1, P s0 /Lc − 1/2− P c0 ), (9)

where P s0 /Lc − 1/2 − P c0 should be adjusted when it is out
of the range of P c0 , i.e., [-0.5, 0.5). Therefore, we only need
to concentrate on the offset of one sequence position for the
sake of distinct demonstration, and in the rest of the paper we
will only consider the case of P s0 =1.

Fig. 9 shows the variation of the offset with respect to
the chip phase for different sampling ratios. It can be seen
that the offset of N/M = 1023/1022 can be as large as
nearly 0.02, and the offset of the sampling ratio with larger
M (N/M = 3069/3068) is approximately proportionally
reduced. The offset of a compensation-free ratio N/M =
1023/2044 is also shown in this figure, and we can see that
the magnitude of the offset is considerably smaller than that
of N/M = 3069/3068, even with a smaller M (2044 versus
3068); the maximum offset is 1/2044, which is consistent with
the theoretical analysis. The same result can be observed for
compensation-free ratios used to match correlation spacings
less than 1, as shown in Fig. 10.

2) Offset Variation during Loop Operation: It is necessary
to verify the offset variation during loop operation, as the S-
curve may change from one correlation period to another, and
Fig.9-10 only show the S-curves of one period. The offsets
of 200 consecutive correlation periods for different sampling
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Fig. 9. Offsets for different sampling ratios.
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Fig. 11. Offset variation during loop operation.

ratios are cut out from a running loop that has entered the
tracking status. From Fig.11, we can see that as expected the
offset maintains fixed and the magnitude is only related to the
initial position P0, for both the non-compensation-free ratio
and the compensation-free ratio.

C. Simulation Results

1) Simulation Setup: We will focus on the loop tracking
performacne at high SNRs so that the effect of thermal noise
can be neglected and the effectiveness of the proposed methods
can be clearly observed, since this work is motivated by precise
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Fig. 12. Compensation result for d = 1.

ranging applications. Monte-Carlo simulations with a SNR
range of 60-80 dBHz, a loop bandwidth (BL) of 1 Hz and a
frontend bandwidth (W ) of 1/Tc are run using MATLAB. To
take into account the effect of the initial chip phase, a received
PN ranging code with 100 different randomly generated initial
chip phases is delivered to the code tracking loop and the
obtained measurement results are subsequently averaged. The
initial sequence position is fixed on 1, since the impact of
the initial sequence position is equivalent to that of the initial
chip phase as indicated by (9). In addition, different correlation
spacings and different PN sequences are used in the simulation
to examine their impact on the performance.

2) Compensation Results for Different Initial Chip Phases:
Before evaluating the tracking accuracy, we firstly verify the
effectiveness of the proposed compensation-based method for
different initial chip phases. We follow the range measurement
processing flow as described in Fig.5. Thermal noise is not
added to the ranging signal so that the verification results can
be clearly observed. Fig.12 shows the tracking error versus the
chip phase of the received PN code. It can be seen that the zero
bias is considerably reduced through compensation. Moreover,
it can also be seen that after compensation the residual zero
bias of some chip phases are still relatively prominent. This
is because relatively large sequence irregularity errors are
suffered corresponding to these chip phases. As mentioned
previously, for sampling ratios with Ls = 1, we can select
PN sequences with short consecutive 1/-1 sub-sequences to
reduce the sequence irregularity error. In Fig.13, the residual
zero biases of two different PN sequences are compared. We
can see that the difference is obvious, which validates the
importance of selecting an appropriate PN sequence. Some
statistics of consecutive 1/-1 subsequences of these two PN
sequences are also provided in TABLE II.

In Fig.14, the compensation result for a correlation spacing
less than 1 is demonstrated. As we can see in this figure, the
compensation is also effective.

3) Loop Tracking Performance: The loop steady-state
tracking performance is simulated for two sampling ratios with
different phase delay discrimination resolutions to examine
the achievable accuracy of the compensation-based method.
The results are shown in Fig.15, and there are several points
we need to notice. First, in the relatively low SNR region,
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Fig.10. Offset variation during loop operation 
 
C. Simulation Results 
  1) Simulation Setup 
  We will focus on the loop tracking performacne at high SNRs 
so that the effect of thermal noise can be neglected and the 
effectiveness of the proposed methods can be clearly observed, 
since this work is motivated by high accuracy ranging 
applications. Monte-Carlo simulations with a SNR range of 
50-80 dBHz, a loop bandwidth (BL) of 1 Hz and a frontend 
bandwidth (W) of 1/TC are run using MATLAB. To take into 
account the effect of the initial chip phase, a received PN 
ranging code with 100 different randomly generated initial chip 
phases is delivered to the code tracking loop and the obtained 
measurement results are subsequently averaged. The initial 
sequence position is fixed on 1, since the impact of the initial 
sequence position is equivalent to that of the initial chip phase 
as indicated by (6).  
  2) Compensation Results for Different Initial Chip Phases 
  Before evaluating the tracking accuracy, we firstly verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed compensation-based method for 
different initial chip phases. We follow the range measurement 
processing flow as described in Fig.4. Thermal noise is not 
added to the ranging signal so that the verification results can be 
clearly observed. As shown in Fig.11, the zero bias is 
considerably reduced through compensation. We can also see 
that after compensation the residual zero bias of some chip 
phases are still relatively prominent. This is because relatively 
large sequence irregularity errors are suffered corresponding to 
these chip phases. As mentioned previously, for sampling ratios 
with L=1, we can select PN sequences with short consecutive 
1/-1 sub-sequences to reduce the sequence irregularity error. In 
Fig.12, the residual zero biases of two different PN sequences 
are compared. We can see that the difference is obvious, which 
validates the importance of selecting an appropriate PN 
sequence. Some statistics of consecutive 1/-1 subsequences of 
these two PN sequences  are also provided in TABLE I. 

 
Fig.11. Compensation result for d = 1 

 
Fig.12. Compensation results for different PN sequences 

 
TABLE I 

Statistics of consecutive 1/-1 subsequences 
Item PRN 6 PRN 7 
Number of consecutive 1 or -1 
subsequences with length of 6 or 
more 

6 20 

Number of consecutive 1 or -1 
subsequences with length of 7 or 
more 

6 12 

Number of consecutive 1 or -1 
subsequences with length of  8 or 
more 

2 8 

Length of the longest consecutive 1 
or -1 subsequence 

9 12 

   
  In Fig.13, the compensation result for a correlation spacing 
less than 1 is demonstrated. As we can see in this figure, the 
compensation is also effective.  
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Fig. 13. Compensation results for different PN sequences.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF CONSECUTIVE 1/-1 SUBSEQUENCES

Item PRN 6 PRN 7
Number of consecutive 1 or -1 sub-
sequences with length of 6 or more

6 20

Number of consecutive 1 or -1 sub-
sequences with length of 7 or more

6 12

Number of consecutive 1 or -1 sub-
sequences with length of 8 or more

2 8

Length of the longest consecutive
1 or -1 subsequence

9 12
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Fig. 14. Compensation result for d less than 1.

the tracking accuracy is more dependent on thermal noise.
In the high SNR region, however, other error sources are
dominant, leading to the curve becoming flat, which reveals
the achievable accuracy under high SNR conditions. Second
and most importantly, the steady-state error variance is signif-
icantly reduced through compensation, by at least one order
of magnitude. In other words, the correlation time can be
shortened by 3-4 times for the same tracking accuracy, so the
real-time performance can be enhanced. Finally, the tracking
accuracy is approximately proportionally improved by using
sampling ratios with smaller 1/M . This means that the phase
delay discrimination resolution is a decisive factor of the
achievable accuracy. The reason is that although there exist
other errors, they are reduced accordingly when the phase
delay discrimination resolution is improved. It is noticeable
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Fig.13. Compensation result for d less than 1 
 
  3) Loop Tracking Performance 
  The loop steady-state tracking performance is simulated for 
two sampling ratios with different phase delay discrimination 
resolutions to examine the achievable accuracy with the 
compensation-based method. The results are plotted in Fig.14, 
and there are several points we need to notice. First, in the 
relatively low SNR region the tracking accuracy is more 
dependent on thermal noise, while in the high SNR region other 
error sources is dominant leading to the curve becoming flat, 
which reveals the achievable accuracy under high SNR 
conditions. Second and most importantly, the steady-state error 
variance is significantly reduced through compensation, by at 
least an order of magnitude. In other words, the correlation time 
can be shortened to 1/4-1/3 of that before compensation 
guaranteeing the same tracking accuracy. Finally, the tracking 
accuracy is approximately proportionally improved by using 
sampling ratios with smaller 1/M. This means that the phase 
delay discrimination resolution is a decisive factor of the 
achievable accuracy. The reason is that although there exist 
other errors, they are reduced accordingly when the phase delay 
discrimination resolution is improved. It is noticeable that a 
sufficient SNR of the ranging signal is necessary to guarantee 
the effectiveness of increasing M. For example, as indicated in 
Fig. 14, a SNR of at least 65 dB-Hz for N/M=1023/1022, while 
the SNR need to be at least 70 dB-Hz is expected for 
N/M=3069/3068.  
  The tracking performance of a square wave is also simulated 
as a benchmark, the error sources of which only include thermal 
noise and the phase delay distinguishability. As shown in 
Fig.14, the achieved steady-state error variance well accords 
with the theoretical analysis provided by (5), which proves the 
correctness of our simulations. In addition, we can see that the 
performance inferiority of  the PN sequence over the square 
wave is still quite large, even if the compensation is performed. 
This is mainly attributed to the sequence irregularity error as 
illustrated in Fig. 12. Note that a correlation spacing of 1/2 is 
used since for a square wave, the effective phase delay range of 
the autocorrelation curve is 1 rather than 2.  

 
Fig.14 Steady-state error variances for sampling ratios with 
different M  
  The simulation result of the steady-state error variance for a 
correlation spacing less than 1 are shown in Fig. 15. As shown 
in this figure, the tracking error are also dramatically reduced 
through compensation. In addition, the tracking accuracy prior 
to compensation is higher for smaller d. This is because for 
smaller d, less number of samples are involved in the 
correlations, which results in less accumulated difference 
between the early and late correlations.  

 
Fig. 15. Steady-state error variances for different d  
 
  In Fig. 16, the tracking performance of two PN sequences with 
quite large difference in statistics of consecutive 1/-1 
subsequences are plotted. We can see that for the sampling ratio 
1023/1022 with L=1, the tracking accuracy of the PN sequence 
with shorter consecutive 1/-1 subsequences is apparently 
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Fig.13. Compensation result for d less than 1 
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that a sufficiently high SNR of the ranging signal is necessary
to guarantee the effectiveness of increasing M . For example,
as indicated in Fig. 15, a SNR of at least 65 dB-Hz is expected
for N/M = 1023/1022, while the SNR needs to be at least
70 dB-Hz for N/M = 3069/3068.

The tracking performance of a square wave is also simulated
as a benchmark, the error sources of which only include
thermal noise and the phase delay discrimination resolution.
As shown in Fig.15, the achieved steady-state error variance
well accords with the theoretical result provided by (8), which
justifies the correctness of our simulations. In addition, we can
see that the performance inferiority of the PN sequence over
the square wave is still quite large, even if the compensation
is used. This is mainly because of the sequence irregularity
error as illustrated in Fig. 12. Note that a correlation spacing
of 1/2 is used since for a square wave, the effective phase
delay range of the autocorrelation curve is 1 rather than 2.

Fig. 16 shows the steady-state error variance for a corre-
lation spacing less than 1. It can be seen that the tracking
error are also dramatically reduced through compensation. In
addition, the tracking accuracy is higher for smaller d. This is
because for smaller d, less number of samples are involved in
the correlations, which results in less accumulated difference
between Re0 and Rl0.

Fig. 17 shows the tracking performance of two PN se-
quences with quite large difference in statistics of consec-
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Fig.16 Steady-state error variances of different sequences  
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  The tracking accuracy of three compensation-free sampling 
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see again that the achievable accuracy is effectively improved 
by using smaller phase delay distinguishability.  
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Fig.16 Simulation results of steady-state error variance 
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Fig. 18. Tracking performance comparison between compensation-based and
compensation-free methods.

utive 1/-1 subsequences. We can see that for the sampling
ratio 1023/1022 with Ls = 1, the tracking accuracy of the
PN sequence with shorter consecutive 1/-1 subsequences is
apparently superior over that of the other sequence. This val-
idates the importance of selecting appropriate PN sequences.
However, for the sampling ratio 1023/1000 with Ls = 87, the
performance difference is much less apparent, which accords
with the previous analysis.

Fig.18 shows the benefit of using compensation-free ra-
tios. The tracking performance of the compensation-free ratio
(N/M = 1023/2044) in high SNR region is similar to that
of the non-compensation-free ratio (N/M = 3069/3068) after
compensation, even with a lower phase delay discrimination
resolution (1/2044 versus 1/3068). This indicates that we can
give priority to using the compensation-free method rather than
the compensation-based method. In addition, similar to what
is indicated in Fig.15, the tracking accuracy of compensation-
free ratios is approximately proportionally improved by using
ratios with smaller 1/M .

Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 shows the tracking accuracy at a par-
ticular SNR for three non-compensation-free sampling ratios
and three compensation-free ratios, respectively. It can be seen
that centimeter-level accuracy can be achieved by selecting
appropriate phase delay discrimination resolutions. If there
still exists a large gap between the required and achievable
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performance, higher chip rates can be considered since the
tracking accuracy is inversely proportional to the chip rate [1].
We will not go deep into this issue since the loop noise
performance is not the focus of this work.

VI. FURTHER DISCUSSION

Based on the two proposed methods, we recommend some
guidelines for designing the parameters of noncommensurate
sampling for high accuracy PN ranging applications. Suppose
that a high ranging SNR is guaranteed and the chip rate, the
correlation spacing d (1 for general applications and 1/2, 1/4,
1/8 etc. for multipath mitigation purpose) and the allowed
correlation time are given. In addition, PN sequences with
short consecutive 1/-1 subsequences are chosen. As mentioned
in Section II, N should be an integer multiple of the period
of the PN sequence, Lc , to guarantee the implementability of
the sampling rate. We arrange these guidelines into a design
flow as follows.

1) Step 1: Select a range of the phase delay discrimination
resolution according to the required code tracking accura-
cy. As indicated by the simulation results, the achievable
code tracking accuracy is approximately proportional to
the phase delay discrimination resolution 1/M . As a
starting point, we can choose a discrimination resolution
to be higher than half the required code tracking accuracy
(in chips).

2) Step 2: Give priority to the compensation-free method,
i.e., select sampling ratios corresponding to the corre-
lation spacing d according to Theorem 1. Specifically,
select 1/2±1/M for general applications, and 1/2j+1±
1/M corresponding to d = 1/2j(j > 0) for multipath
mitigation.

3) Step 3: If any compensation-free ratio is unavailable
due to design constraints on the sampling rate, we can
choose non-compensation-free sampling ratios and use
the compensation-based method to mitigate the zero bias.
If the compensation-free ratio is available but the correla-
tion spacing is too small leading to an unacceptably high
sampling rate, we also need to choose the compensation-
based method.

4) Step 4: When choosing a non-compensation-free ratio, we
should consider a ratio with a relatively small integer part
to avoid excessively long correlation time; meanwhile, to
lower the effect of consecutive 1/-1 subsequences and
to avoid high power consumption incurred by a high
sampling rate, we should not select too small ratios. As
a compromise, we could select sampling ratios as close
to 1 as possible, e.g., 0.5-2.0.

5) Step 5: Determine N based on the selected possible
sampling ratios.

In summary, the compensation-free method is more pre-
ferred, as no compensation is needed and the design com-
plexity can be lowered. However, it is not as generalized
as the compensation-based method, since it is only valid
for a particular category of sampling ratios. Moreover, a
too high sampling rate will be demanded if a very small
correlation spacing is desired for multipath mitigation, which
may result in unacceptably high power consumption. In these
cases, non-compensation-free ratios should be chosen and the
compensation-based method be utilized. Overall, we should
choose one of these two methods according to different
practical system requirements and constraints.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two methods have been proposed to mitigate
the zero bias error existing in noncommensurate sampling
based digital PN code tracking loops. In the compensation-
based method, a set of algorithms are brought forward to
calculate the zero bias, based on which a range measurement
processing scheme is presented to remove the zero bias from
the measurement. In the compensation-free method, a special
type of sampling ratios, compensation-free ratios, are found
with which the zero bias is self-cancelled, as the samples
involved in the early and late correlations reside on almost
the same set of sequence chips. Simulation results demon-
strate that with the proposed methods, the zero bias can be
significantly reduced and thus the PN ranging accuracy can
be greatly improved for different correlation spacings. Finally,
some design guidelines are provided for determining the
parameters of noncommensurate sampling and selecting one of
these two methods according to different system requirements.
The work of this paper can be extended to applications in
which practical impairments such as multipath and Doppler
effects need to be considered.
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